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Abstra t
Heavy long-lived quarks, i.e. harm and bottom, are frequently studied both
as tests of QCD and as probes for other physi s aspe ts within and beyond
the standard model. The long life-time implies that harm and bottom
hadrons are formed and observed. This hadronization pro ess annot be
studied in isolation, but depends on the produ tion environment. Within
the framework of the string model, a major e e t is the drag from the
other end of the string that the =b quark belongs to. In extreme ases,
a small-mass string an ollapse to a single hadron, thereby giving a nonuniversal avour omposition to the produ ed hadrons. We here develop
and present a detailed model for the harm/bottom hadronization pro ess,
involving the various aspe ts of string fragmentation and ollapse, and put
it in the ontext of several heavy- avour produ tion sour es. Appli ations
are presented from xed-target to LHC energies.
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1 Introdu tion
The light u, d and s quarks an be obtained from a number of sour es: valen e avours in
hadroni beam parti les, perturbative subpro esses and nonperturbative hadronization.
Therefore the information arried by identi ed light hadrons is highly ambiguous. The
harm and bottom quarks have masses signi antly above the QCD s ale, and therefore
their produ tion should be perturbatively al ulable. That is, they are not expe ted to be
produ ed at any signi ant rate in nonperturbative pro esses [1℄, and they do not o ur
as valen e avours of the ommonly used beam parti les. A priori, they are therefore
ex ellent probes of the underlying hard dynami s, whether that involves standard QCD
pro esses or various kinds of new physi s. They an also be identi ed in the data by
te hniques su h as se ondary verti es, prompt leptons or kinemati al onstraints (e.g.
the small mD mD m ).
In order to understand the hara ter of the perturbative pro ess that o urred, it is
often ne essary to know not only that a =b quark was produ ed, but also its original
energy and dire tion of motion. The assumption is then often made that the observed
harm/bottom hadron a urately re e ts the original quark. For instan e, the quark
momentum distribution may be s aled down by a onvolution with the Peterson fragmentation fun tion [2℄, while the dire tion is assumed un hanged. In other ases, like for
0
the study of CP violation in the B0 {B system, the produ ed hadrons are at the fo us of
attention, and a simple ansatz is that the omposition of B hadrons is independent of the
produ tion environment and symmetri between parti les and antiparti les.
The assumption, that heavy quarks remain rather una e ted by the environment in
whi h they are produ ed, has some support in the Heavy Quark E e tive Theory (HQET)
[3℄, although that framework is more on erned with questions of de ay than of produ tion.
However, even if many of the e e ts we will onsider here indeed die out roughly inversely
to the mass of the heavy quark | the =mQ behaviour of HQET | eviden e is that the
numerator  of su h a s aling relation often is large. Thus the large lifetime di eren es
between the D mesons has an analogue in large produ tion asymmetries between D mesons
in hadroni ollisions [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. Even with a redu tion by a fa tor 2{3 when moving
from harm to bottom, large e e ts are therefore expe ted also in the latter ase. Only top
hadrons would have been reasonably immune, had the top quark been long-lived enough
for top hadrons to form.
In order to study and understand the sizeable deviations from the simple pi ture, of
perturbation theory results only minimally modi ed, it is ne essary to have a realisti
framework for nonperturbative e e ts. The Lund string fragmentation model [1℄ will be
the starting point here. In this pi ture, the olour on nement eld between a quark
and an antiquark (or a diquark) is squeezed into a tube-like region, orresponding to a
linear on nement potential. This ouples the hadronization of a =b quark to the avour
ontent and momentum of the other string end, i.e. provides an expli it dependen e on the
produ tion environment. An extreme ase is the string ollapse, where the mass of a string
only allows the produ tion of one single hadron, whi h by ne essity therefore ombines
the =b quark with the avour at the other string end, often one of the valen e avours of
the in oming beams. Also less extreme situations an give noti eable e e ts, and only in
the limit of large string masses an one expe t to re over a simple des ription. However,
this des ription an still be ounterintuitive, in that the hadronization pro ess an `speed
up' as well as `slow down' the heavy hadron relative to the heavy quark. In terms of
the easily observable onsequen es, like hadron avour asymmetries, we therefore go from
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huge e e ts at xed-target experiments to tiny ones at the LHC, but in less obvious ways
the e e ts remain large also at high energies. Furthermore, events at large energies tend
to be omposed of several strings, so even at the LHC a fra tion of small-mass strings is
produ ed.
The presen e of su h e e ts is impli it in the Lund model, and was studied qualitatively
early on [9℄. It is only the more re ent higher-pre ision data sets [5, 6, 7, 8℄ that allow
quantitative omparisons to be arried out, and thereby give the possibility to ` ne-tune'
the model with respe t to nonperturbative parameters. A study of this kind was presented
in a re ent letter [10℄, where we on entrated on the produ tion of harm at xed-target
energies. In this longer des ription, we will expand the study in several dire tions: by
onsidering more heavy- avour produ tion me hanisms, by in luding bottom as well as
harm produ tion, by overing a larger range of energies and by addressing a larger set
of observables. In the pro ess, further improvements have also been made in the model.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 ontains the model des ription, from the
perturbative produ tion me hanisms to the various domains of the hadronization pro ess.
Se tions 3 and 4 present some results. In se tion 3 the emphasis is on distributions that
help explain how the basi aspe ts of the model work, with little regard whether distributions are observable or not. In se tion 4 the emphasis is shifted to observable results
for harm or bottom produ tion at some urrent or planned dete tors, although explanations will sometimes rely on non-observable distributions. Finally, se tion 5 ontains a
summary and outlook.

2 Model des ription
Based on the on ept of fa torization, we here subdivide the pro ess in two distin t phases,
the perturbative one, where the heavy quarks are produ ed, and the nonperturbative
one, where these quarks hadronize. Heavy- avour ross se tions thus are ompletely
determined by the former phase, while observable event properties re e t a ombination
of the two.
2.1

Perturbative aspe ts

2.1.1 Produ tion me hanisms
Several di erent produ tion me hanisms an be envisaged for heavy avours. Here we
will on entrate on QCD pro esses in hadron{hadron ollisions. The O( s2 ) leading-order
(LO) graphs, qq ! QQ and gg ! QQ [11℄, Fig. 1a-b, then form the starting point for
the ontinued dis ussion.
One way to pro eed is to add next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative pro esses, i.e
the O( s3 ) orre tions to the above [12℄. New graphs are qq ! QQg, qg ! QQq and
gg ! QQg. Additionally the leading-order pro esses are modi ed by virtual orre tions.
Depending on the hoi e of ut-o parameters, the latter may give negative di erential
ross se tions in some regions of phase spa e. The divergen es disappear in suÆ iently
in lusive distributions, so mu h phenomenologi al insight an be gained [13℄. However,
with our urrently available set of al ulational tools, the NLO approa h is not so well
suited for the ex lusive Monte Carlo studies we have in mind here, where hadronization
is to be added on to the partoni pi ture. Furthermore, also the NLO results, although
exa t to O( s3 ), would be modi ed in yet higher orders, e.g. by the resummed e e ts of
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Figure 1: Examples of heavy- avour produ tion diagrams. (a,b) Leading order. ( )
Pair reation (with gluon emission). (d) Flavour ex itation. (e) Gluon splitting. (f)
Events lassi ed as gluon splitting but of avour-ex itation hara ter.
multiple gluon emission [14℄.
As an alternative, the parton-shower (PS) approa h o ers a di erent set of approximations. It is not exa t even to O( s3 ), but it at hes the leading-log aspe ts of the
multiple-parton-emission phenomenon. Espe ially when one goes to higher energy this
an o er many advantages. The PS approa h is based on a probabilisti pi ture, wherein
the overall 2 ! n partoni pro ess is subdivided into three stages: initial-state as ades,
hard s attering and nal-state as ades. The hard s attering is here de ned as the 2 ! 2
sub-diagram that ontains the largest virtuality, i.e. orresponds to the shortest-distan e
pro ess. It is important to respe t this in order to avoid double- ounting, as will be ome
apparent in the following. Heavy- avour events an then be subdivided into three lasses,
whi h we will all pair reation, avour ex itation and gluon splitting. The names may
be somewhat misleading, sin e all three lasses reate pairs at g ! QQ verti es, but it is
in line with the olloquial nomen lature.
The three lasses are hara terized as follows.
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1. Pair reation is when the hard subpro ess is one of the two LO pro esses above.
Showers do not modify produ tion ross se tions, but shift kinemati s, Fig. 1 . For
instan e, in the LO des ription, the Q and Q have to emerge ba k-to-ba k in azimuth
in order to onserve momentum, while the parton shower allows a net re oil to be
taken by one or several further partons.
2. Flavour ex itation is when a heavy avour from the parton distribution of one beam
parti le is put on mass shell by s attering against a parton of the other beam, i.e.
Qq ! Qq or Qg ! Qg, Fig. 1d. When the Q is not a valen e avour, it must ome
from a bran hing g ! QQ of the parton-distribution evolution. In most urrentday parton-distribution parameterizations, heavy- avour distributions are assumed
to vanish for virtuality s ales Q2 < m2Q . The hard s attering must therefore have
a virtuality above m2Q . When the initial-state shower is re onstru ted ba kwards
[15℄, the g ! QQ bran hing will be en ountered, provided that Q0 , the lower uto
of the shower, obeys Q20 < m2Q . E e tively the pro esses therefore be ome at least
gq ! QQq or gg ! QQg, with the possibility of further emissions. In prin iple,
su h nal states ould also be obtained in the above pair- reation ase, but the
earlier advertised requirement on the hard s attering to be more virtual than the
showers avoids double- ounting.
3. Gluon splitting is when a g ! QQ bran hing o urs in the initial- or nal-state
shower, and no heavy avours enter the hard s attering, Fig. 1e. Here the dominant
sour e is gluons in the nal-state showers, sin e timelike gluons emitted in the
initial state are restri ted to a smaller maximum virtuality. Ex ept at high energy,
most gluon splittings in the initial state instead result in avour ex itation, already
overed above. An ambiguity of terminology exists with initial-state evolution hains
where a gluon rst bran hes to QQ and the Q later emits another gluon that is the
one to enter the hard s attering, Fig. 1f. From an ideologi al point of view, this
is avour ex itation, sin e it is related to the evolution of the heavy- avour parton
distribution. From a pra ti al point of view, however, we will hoose to lassify it
as gluon splitting, sin e the hard s attering does not ontain any heavy avours.
In summary, the three lasses above are then hara terized by having 2, 1 or 0, respe tively,
heavy avours in the nal state of the hard subpro ess. Of ourse, all this assumes that
only one heavy- avour pair is produ ed in an event | one ould have e.g. double avour
ex itation QQ0 ! QQ0 | whi h normally is a good rst approximation. Only in high-p?
pro esses at high energies do profuse shower evolution make the multiple gluon-splitting
pro ess relevant.
To the above heavy- avour sour es, one ould add the reation in de ays of heavier
resonan es, su h as Z0 ! bb, W+ ! s, H0 ! bb, t ! bW+ and, of ourse, b ! . In the
urrent paper we will have little to say about these. However, and b produ tion at LEP1
learly provides the basis that we an build on here, by testing both the showering and
the hadronization of heavy avours, although in a di erent environment. For primaryprodu ed heavy avours, everything appears to be well understood in the framework of
our models. Some dis repan ies have been noted in the rate of hard gluon emission o b's
[16℄, i.e. in the region where the shower is not expe ted to be perfe t anyway, and even so
dis repan ies are tiny ompared with typi al un ertainties in hadroni ollisions. Rather
more worrisome is the observed rate of se ondary heavy- avour produ tion, i.e. what we
have alled gluon splitting above. There the LEP observations ex eed the rate predi ted
by shower programs [17, 18℄, and also by analyti al al ulations [19℄, by maybe as mu h
as 50% [20, 19℄. The error bars are large, however, so the true ex ess ould be lower.
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The possibility of higher rates already exists in some models [21℄, and one ould imagine
modi ations to others. Currently the data is too poor to tell mu h about whether the
shape agrees or not with models. We will therefore assume that only the rate ould be a
problem, and then any e e t in hadroni ollisions ould be absorbed under the general
heading of K fa tors, i.e. a res aling in rate by higher-order orre tions.

2.1.2 Parton-shower parti ulars
The perturbative shower approa h is implemented in the Pythia program [17℄ that we
will use for the studies in this paper.
Pair reation is easy to generate by itself, by allowing only the two hard pro esses
qq ! QQ and gg ! QQ, using the LO matrix elements with quark masses in luded. The
full phase spa e an be populated, i.e. down to p^? = 0, sin e the quark mass provides the
soft uto . The Q2 s ale of the pro ess, used to set the range of allowed shower evolution
as des ribed below, is here taken to be Q2 = m2Q + p^2?.
Flavour ex itation an be obtained by only sampling the heavy avour Q=Q from one
of the in oming hadrons (a standard option of the program) while allowing all avours
from the other hadron. The two sides of the event are overed by two separate runs,
added for the nal results. We have not implemented any spe ial matrix elements for the
s attering of one heavy quark against another massless parton; instead massless matrix
elements are used. Sin e the heavy- avour parton distributions vanish for s ales Q2 < m2Q ,
where we asso iate Q2 = p^2? = t^u^=s^ for massless kinemati s, it follows that s^ > 4m2Q . The
mass orre tions to the matrix elements are therefore not expe ted to be very large. (In
pra ti e, massive four-ve tors are onstru ted from the massless ones by a s aling-down
of the three-momenta, in the rest frame of the subpro ess, while preserving the energy:
p2i = 0, p0 2i = m2i , p0i = pi , E10 + E20 = E1 + E2 . The a tual p^? may thus end up somewhat
below the nominal ut at mQ .) The normal ba kwards shower evolution from the hard
subpro ess is then supposed to nd a pre eding g ! QQ bran hing.
In the earlier Pythia versions, this often failed, and a heavy quark was allowed to form
part of the beam-remnant avour ontent that entered the nonperturbative des ription.
We have now studied this phenomenon and re ognized it as oming from the onstrained
kinemati s that exists inside the shower. To see this point, onsider a bran hing g ! QQ
where Q takes a fra tion z of the light one momentum p+ = E + pz of the gluon, and
is virtual with p2Q = Q2 . The re oiling Q is part of the nal state and must thus have
mass mQ , or above that if it radiates nal-state gluons. Then onservation of p = m2? =p+
gives
Q2 + p2? m2Q + p2?
+
=0;
(1)
z
1 z
and the requirement of a physi al transverse momentum in the bran hing, p2?  0, translates into
Q2
:
(2)
z 2
mQ + Q2
It may then be ome kinemati ally impossible to nd a gluon with xg = xQ =z < 1. Sin e
many ommon parton distribution parameterizations do not respe t the above kinemati s
onstraints, we have introdu ed a further expli it he k, where kinemati ally impossible
on gurations are reje ted, and the ross se tion is redu ed a ordingly. Even when a Q is
formally in the allowed region, one may feel threshold e e ts that make event generation
less eÆ ient. As a rst approximation for this region, the shower is for ed to `try harder'
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to nd a g ! QQ bran hing, without any loss of ross se tion. The end result is that, in
the new program version, no or b quarks remain in the beam remnant, but are always
onstru ted as oming from a shower bran hing.
Gluon splitting annot easily be generated by itself, sin e it ould appear e.g. several
steps down in a gluoni as ade, whi h annot easily be predetermined. Instead it is
ne essary to attempt to generate the full QCD jet ross se tion, down to some lower
p^?min ut, and then pi k up all events that `happen' to ontain the heavy avour. Some
events fall under the heading of pair reation or avour ex itation and are thus removed
in a se ond step.
Note that the kinemati s ma hinery here is based on massless quarks in the hard
s attering, with some post-fa to modi ations for heavy quarks, so the alternative pairreation des ription obtained here is less pre ise than the one in point 1 above. Masses
are in luded in the des ription of the shower bran hing g ! QQ, however.
Showers should not populate kinemati al regions already overed by the hard s attering. This requirement is not easy to implement exa tly. One reason is that several
di erent sets of onstraints an appear, su h as from virtuality ordering and angular ordering. Here we therefore satisfy ourselves with an approximate mat hing of Q2max and
2 , the maximally allowed virtualities of spa elike and timelike showers, respe tively,
Mmax
to Q2 = p^2? = t^u^=s^, the onventional hard-s attering s ale. This mat hing is generi to
all bran hings in showers, but obviously we give spe ial attention to impli ations for the
heavy-quark produ tion verti es.
2  4Q2 . The
With massless kinemati s, one may sensibly assume Q2  Q2max ; Mmax
lower limit would be appropriate for a t- hannel graph, where t^  Q2 sets the maximal
virtuality. The upper limit is more relevant for an s- hannel graph, where s^  4^p2? sets
the s ale. So the above range translates into an un ertainty in the amount of shower
evolution. However, we an try to be more spe i . Timelike parton showers are evolved
in terms of M 2 , the squared mass of the propagating parton. It is thus akin to the s^
2 = 4Q2 is the preferred hoi e. With both Q and Q
s ale of the hard s attering, and Mmax
2 = 4m2
having a mass at or above mQ , the heavy- avour produ tion threshold at Mmax
Q
2
2
then orresponds to Q = mQ , whi h agrees with the threshold for pair reation at the
hard s attering. Spa elike parton showers instead are evolved in a spa elike virtuality,
analogous to t^, and the reasonable hoi e then is Q2max = Q2 . Again, this gives a mat hing
threshold for ` avour ex itation' both in the shower and at the hard s attering, at m2Q
for most heavy- avour parton distribution parameterizations. Spe i ally, note that an
initial-state shower bran hing does not have to produ e two heavy quarks on mass shell,
but only one at a time.

2.1.3 Parameters
The main formal parameters in the perturbative des ription are the heavy-quark masses.
They enter in the des ription of hard s atterings and parton showers alike, both dire tly
as mass terms in matrix elements or splitting kernels and indire tly in the des ription of
the phase spa e. Therefore ross se tions are espe ially sensitive to the value sele ted.
Also the nonperturbative phenomenology is signi antly a e ted. In [10℄, we hose to
standardize on m = 1:5 GeV. Based on onventional mass formulae [22℄,
3mD + mD
4
we then obtain mb = 4:8 GeV.
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Figure 2: Example of a string on guration in a pp ollision. (a) Graph of the proess, with bra kets denoting the nal olour singlet subsystems. (b) Corresponding
momentum spa e pi ture, with dashed lines denoting the strings.
Also the hoi e of parton distributions gives some leeway, espe ially sin e the gluon
distribution is not yet so well onstrained at small x and moderately small Q2 , where
a non-negligible amount of the total harm/bottom ross se tion at high energies omes
from. Unless otherwise spe i ed, we have used the CTEQ 5L parameterized distributions
for the proton [23℄, with (4) = 0:192 GeV. For the pion we rely on the GRV LO (updated)
sets [24℄. As already noted, the default fa torization s ale is Q2 = p^2?.
2.2

Nonperturbative aspe ts

The way string fragmentation a e ts harm produ tion was des ribed in [10℄. We will
here develop the main points and outline the urrent status of our modeling, whi h is
slightly modi ed sin e the previous publi ation.
The partoni state that is to be hadronized onsists, at the very least, of the outgoing
partons from the hard s attering and of the beam-remnant partons. Furthermore, a
realisti study has to in lude the additional partons produ ed by initial- and nal-state
showers, and by the possibility of having several hard parton{parton intera tions in the
same event. These aspe ts in rease in importan e with in reasing energy, and have to be
in luded in the event des ription, but will not be at the fo us of attention.

2.2.1 Colour ow
In the string model, on nement is implemented by spanning strings between the outgoing partons. These strings orrespond to a Lorentz-invariant des ription of a linear
on nement potential, with string tension   1 GeV/fm. Ea h string pie e has a olour
harge at one end and its anti olour at the other. The double olour harge of the gluon
orresponds to it being atta hed to two string pie es, while a quark is only atta hed to
one. A diquark is onsidered as being in a olour antitriplet representation, and thus
behaves (in this respe t) like an antiquark. Then ea h string ontains a olour triplet
endpoint, a number (possibly zero) of intermediate gluons and a olour antitriplet end.
An event will normally ontain several separate strings.
The string topology an be derived from the olour ow of the hard pro ess. For
instan e, onsider the LO pro ess uu ! bb in a pp ollision. The olour of the in oming
u is inherited by the outgoing b, so the b will form a olour-singlet together with the
proton remnant, here represented by a olour antitriplet ud diquark. In total, the event
will thus ontain two strings, one b{ud and one b{ud. In gg ! bb a similar inspe tion
7

shows that two distin t olour topologies are possible. Representing the proton remnant
by a u quark and a ud diquark (alternatively d plus uu), one possibility is to have three
strings b{u, b{u and ud{ud, Fig. 2, and the other is the three strings b{ud, b{ud and
u{u.
In pro esses with several possible olour topologies, the relative omposition may
be ome nontrivial. For gg ! bb, the symmetry of the pro ess gives an equal integrated
| but not di erential | rate for the two topologies. For a more illustrative example,
onsider e.g. ug ! ug, again in pp, whi h ontains both s-, t- and u- hannel graphs,
in luding interferen e terms. There are again two possible olour topologies, u{u plus
ud{g{ud and u{g{u plus ud{ud. The u- hannel only ontributes to the former and the shannel to the latter, but the t- hannel ontributes to both, meaning there is a nontrivial
kinemati s dependen e on the relative probability for the two topologies. Furthermore, the
ross se tion ontains an interferen e ontribution that orresponds to an undetermined
olour ow, where it is not possible to subdivide the event into two separate olour singlets.
Sin e the hadroni nal state onsists of singlets, learly a ollapse of this ambiguity must
o ur at some stage. We therefore subdivide the interferen e term, in a sensible but
not unique way, between the two on gurations above [25℄. As should be expe ted, it is
suppressed by a fa tor 1=NC2 , where NC = 3 is the number of olours.
The above example arries over to avour ex itation Qg ! Qg, but additionally the
olour ow in the initial- and nal-state as ades has to be onsidered, at the very least
the bran hing g ! QQ. Sin e we only work to leading order, where no interferen e ontributions are expli it (impli itly they have been used e.g. to introdu e angular ordering
in the shower evolution), this is straightforward: a new olour-anti olour pair is reated
and spanned between the daughters in g ! gg and q ! qg, while the existing olours
are split in g ! qq. No spe ial olour rules are needed for heavy avours. The last
vertex, although the most rare of the three, has a spe ial r^ole in subdividing one olour
singlet into two. With in reasing energy and parton-shower a tivity, it gives an in reasing
average number of separate singlets in an event.

2.2.2 Hadronization
On e the string topology has been determined, the Lund string fragmentation model [1℄
an be applied to des ribe the nonperturbative hadronization. To rst approximation,
we assume that the hadronization of ea h olour singlet subsystem, i.e. string, an be
onsidered separately from that of all the other subsystems. Presupposing that the fragmentation me hanism is universal, i.e. pro ess-independent, the good des ription of e+ e
annihilation data should arry over. The main di eren e between e+ e and hadron{
hadron events is that the latter ontain beam remnants whi h are olour- onne ted with
the hard-s attering partons. More about these remnants below, in Se t. 2.2.3.
Depending on the invariant mass of a string, pra ti al onsiderations lead to the need
to distinguish three hadronization pres riptions:
1. Normal string fragmentation. In the ideal situation, ea h string has a large invariant
mass. Then the standard iterative fragmentation s heme, for whi h the assumption
of a ontinuum of phase-spa e states is essential, works well. The average multipli ity in reases linearly with the string `length', whi h means logarithmi ally with
the string mass. In pra ti e, this approa h an be used for all strings above some
ut-o mass of a few GeV.
2. Cluster de ay. If a string is produ ed with a small invariant mass, maybe only twobody nal states are kinemati ally a essible. The ontinuum assumption above
8

then is not valid, and the traditional iterative Lund s heme is not appli able. We
all su h a low-mass string a luster, and onsider it separately from above. When
kinemati ally possible, a Q{q luster will de ay into one heavy and one light hadron
by the produ tion of a light quark{antiquark pair in the olour for e eld between
the two luster endpoints, with the new quark avour sele ted a ording to the
same rules as in normal string fragmentation. The q luster end or the new qq pair
may also denote diquarks; for ease of notation we will not always enumerate all the
possible ombinations overed in the full des ription.
3. Cluster ollapse. This is the extreme ase of the above situation, where the string
mass is so small that the luster annot de ay into two hadrons. It is then assumed to
ollapse dire tly into a single hadron, whi h inherits the avour ontent of the string
endpoints. The original ontinuum of string/ luster masses is repla ed by a dis rete
set of hadron masses, mainly D=B and D =B (or orresponding baryon states).
This me hanism plays a spe ial r^ole, in that it allows large avour asymmetries in
favour of hadron spe ies that an inherit some of the beam-remnant avour ontent.
We assume that the nonperturbative hadronization pro ess does not hange the perturbatively al ulated total rate of harm produ tion. By lo al duality arguments [26℄,
we further presume that the rate of luster ollapse an be obtained from the al ulated
rate of low-mass strings. This is related to the argument used in the e+ e !
hannel,
0
that the ross se tion in the J= and peaks is approximately equal to a purely perturbatively al ulated produ tion ross se tion restri ted to the below-DD-threshold
region. Similar relations have also been studied e.g. for  de ay to hadrons [27℄, and there
shown to be valid to good a ura y. In the urrent ase, the presen e of other strings in
the event additionally allows soft-gluon ex hanges to modify parton momenta as required
to obtain orre t hadron masses. Traditional fa torization of short- and long-distan e
physi s would then also prote t the harm ross se tion. Lo al duality and fa torization,
however, do not spe ify how to onserve the overall energy and momentum of an event,
when a ontinuum of d masses is to be repla ed by a dis rete D one. This will therefore
be one of the key points to be studied below.
A rst step towards onstru ting a model is to de ide whi h mass range a string
belongs to. We have above settled for m = 1:5 GeV and mb = 4:8 GeV. Light quarks
are given onstituent masses, md = mu = 0:33 GeV and ms = 0:5 GeV. Diquark masses
are essentially the sum of the onstituent masses above, with a spin-splitting term added.
If the string invariant mass ex eed the sum of the two string endpoint masses by some
margin, 1 GeV, the normal string fragmentation routine an be used. This routine
an produ e two, three or more hadrons from the string, with the a tual multipli ity
determined dynami ally during the hadronization pro ess. Close to the lower limit, the
two-body states dominate, so there should be a smooth transition to the luster de ay
des ription.
For smaller string masses, a spe ial luster fragmentation pro edure is used. Whether
this results in the produ tion of one or two hadrons depends on the assumed two-body
threshold behaviour. Consider a u luster, for instan e. In one extreme point of view,
a D pair should always be formed when above this threshold, and a single D never.
In another extreme, the two-body fra tion would gradually in rease at a su ession of
thresholds: D , D  , D, D , et ., where the relative probability for ea h hannel is
given by the standard avour and spin mixture in string fragmentation. (For instan e, D
and D are assumed to be produ ed in the 3:1 ratio implied by spin ounting, while the big
{ mass splitting there gives a mixture more like 1:1.) In our urrent default model, we
9

have hosen to steer a middle ourse, by allowing two attempts to nd a possible pair of
hadrons. Thus a fra tion of events may ollapse to a single resonan e also above the D
threshold, but D is e e tively weighted up. For instan e, a 2.2 GeV string mass might,
in a rst round, be hosen to de ay to D , and thus fail. If a se ond attempt instead
gives D , this two-body state would be a epted, but if D  is sele ted again, the luster
would ollapse to a single hadron. If a large number of attempts had been allowed (this
an be varied as a free parameter), ollapse would only be ome possible for luster masses
below the D threshold.
One might have hosen also to in lude a phase-spa e fa tor lose to ea h two-body
threshold, instead of the step fun tion used here. However, measurements of R in e+ e
above the harm and bottom thresholds [28℄ indi ate that Coulomb nal-state intera tion
e e ts an el any su h suppression. (A tually, the same data ould be used to argue for
having only two-body states above the D threshold. However, there is a di eren e: in
a hadroni environment there will be a ompetition between the produ tion of one or of
two hadrons, while ollapse to a single parti le is not an option in e+ e away from the
resonan e masses. Within the large error bars of the data, one might also read in some
trend towards a larger R a bit further above the DD threshold.)
In a luster de ay to two parti les, a simpli ed version of normal string fragmentation
is used, in a spirit similar to the ma hinery for joining the fragmentation hain by the
produ tion of two nal hadrons somewhere in the middle of a normal string. In the luster
rest frame, a string dire tion is de ned by the momentum ve tor of the heavy quark Q.
As a starting distribution, the luster is allowed to de ay isotropi ally to the two hadrons.
The hadroni transverse momentum with respe t to this dire tion is then used to introdu e
a Gaussian suppression fa tor exp( p2?=2 2 ), with  = 0:36 GeV denoting the standard
fragmentation p? width parameter. At threshold the de ay thereby remains isotropi ,
but at (an imagined) large luster mass one would reprodu e the same p? spe trum as
when a string breaks by the produ tion of a new qq pair. The heavy hadron H ould still
equally likely be produ ed in the Q hemisphere as in the opposite one, however. In string
fragmentation, these two on gurations enter with di erent relative weights, that an be
derived from the spa e-time history of the pro ess. Applied to the urrent ase, this gives
with
 = (m2 m2?H m2?h )2 4m2?Hm2?h ; (4)
Popposite = 1 +1eb
where m is the luster mass, m?H and m?h are the heavy and light hadron transverse
masses, and b the string fragmentation parameter, b  0:9 GeV 2 .  = 2
1 =
2 (22 12 ) is the di eren e in string area i spanned for the two solutions, whi h an
be related to a di eren e in de ay proper times i by the string tension . After this
nal orre tion, giving the `natural' ordering with the heavy hadron usually lose to the
dire tion of the heavy quark when well above the threshold, the transition between normal
string fragmentation and luster de ay is reasonably smooth.
What is not so smooth is the luster ollapse me hanism. Here on nement e e ts
have to proje t the ontinuum of string masses onto the observed dis rete hadron mass
spe trum. Be ause of the aforementioned lo al duality and fa torization arguments, the
total area of the spe trum should be onserved in the pro ess. How the proje tion should
be done is not known from rst prin iples, however.
One on eivable strategy ould be to introdu e a weight fun tion onsisting of Æ fun tion peaks at the single-hadron masses, with suitably adjusted normalizations, and then
step fun tions at the two-parti le thresholds. This weight fun tion, when multiplied with
the partoni mass spe trum, should then give the hadron-level mass spe trum. Su h an

q
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approa h is not well suited for Monte Carlo simulation, sin e the string mass is a ompli ated fun tion of a number of variables and therefore the Æ fun tion annot easily be
integrated out. Con eptually, it would also su er from the problem of having to have a
non-universal weight fun tion: the oeÆ ients would have to be adjusted somewhat as a
fun tion of energy to ensure exa t onservation of the total ross se tion, sin e the luster
mass spe trum itself is somewhat energy dependent. However, on general grounds, we do
not expe t the overall distribution of event hara teristi s to di er signi antly between
events with a {d string mass exa tly equal to the D one, and events where the string
mass is maybe 100 MeV o . An appealing short ut therefore is to a ept all partoni
on gurations and thereafter introdu e some `minimal' adjustments to the kinemati s to
allow hadrons to be produ ed on the mass shell. Su h a strategy would be onsistent
not only with lo al duality arguments, but also with the presen e of soft nal-state intera tions, i.e. the ex hange of nonperturbative gluons that an arry some amount of
momentum between the low-mass string and the surrounding hadroni system. In the
following we will therefore adopt the language of `gluons' transferring energy and momentum between the strings in a ollision, while leaving unanswered the question on the exa t
nature of those `gluons'. Spe i ally, we will not address the possibility of hanges in the
olour stru ture of events by su h `gluons'.
The basi strategy will be to ex hange some minimal amount of momentum between
the ollapsing luster and other string pie es in its neighbourhood. Consider an event in
its CM frame, with all partons emerging from an assumed ommon origin. Partons move
out with lose to the speed of light, so if they move in the same dire tion they also stay
lose to ea h other for a long time, and therefore have an enhan ed han e to ex hange
momenta. An ex hange an also o ur to the string pie es spanned between the partons,
quarks or gluons. The pie e between two partons 1 and 2 spans the set of velo ity ve tors

vstring = v1 + (1 )v2 ; 0   1 :
(5)
A losest `distan e' between this string pie e and the luster an then be de ned as
D2 = 0min
(v vstring )2 :
(6)
 1 l
Based on this measure, the string pie e losest to the luster is found.
The momentum transfer an be in either dire tion, depending on whether the hadron
is heavier or lighter than the luster it omes from, mH ? m l . The hadron spe ies, and
thereby hadron mass, is sele ted a ording to the standard avour sele tion rules. That
is, there is no mass dependen e, e.g. so that a lighter luster ould have been more likely
to form a D=B and a heavier a D =B ; after all, the mass splitting is not so large that
kinemati s should ome out parti ularly di erent for the two.
The simpler situation is when mH < m l . Then one may split the luster fourmomentum into two parallel ve tors, pH = (mH =m l )p l and pg = (1 mH =m l )p l . The
latter momentum, for an imagined gluon, an be absorbed by the losest string pie e
found above, i.e. be inserted between the endpoint partons 1 and 2. This gluon has
m2g > 0, but not too large or a ollapse would not have o urred. Su h somewhat massive
gluons are well modeled by the standard string fragmentation framework [29℄. One ould
have hosen a `de ay' of the luster into a massless gluon, e.g. with an isotropi angular
distribution in its rest frame, but su h an ansatz gives the same average behaviour as the
one above, and only slight di eren es in u tuations.
A worse situation is when mH > m l . A negative-energy gluon ould be de ned and
handled as above. Usually this works ne, but it an lead to omplete strings (not just
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string pie es) with negative m2 , or even to hadrons with jxF j > 1, so su h an approa h is
not quite trustworthy. Instead we assume an ex hange in the opposite dire tion, where
the nearest string pie e emits a gluon that an be absorbed by the luster to give it the
desired hadron mass. To be more pre ise, form a weighted sum of the endpoint momenta
pp
pp
(7)
ps = p1 + p2 = 2 l p1 + 1 l p2 ;
p1 p2
p1 p2
so that the end of the string that is losest to the luster is weighted up relative to the
one further away. Thereafter de ne

pH = p l + Æps ;
(8)
with Æ determined by the onstraint p2H = m2H . The hadron will then have the orre t
mass, and the string endpoint momenta are s aled down by fa tors 1 Æ and 1 Æ ,
respe tively. (Also the endpoint masses are s aled down in the pro ess. This is no problem,
sin e the string fragmentation is not dependent on having partons of a xed mass.)
In the rare ase that, e.g., 1 Æ < 0, the pro edure has to be extended. If the parton
1 is a gluon, the string does not end there but extends further to a parton 3. Then the
gluon 1 four-momentum an be fully absorbed by the luster, and the pro edure above
repeated for the partons 2 and 3. That way, one gluon after the next ould be absorbed,
at least in prin iple. If instead a string endpoint is involved, this tri k does not work and
we there revert to the old s heme, where four-momentum is shued between the luster
and the parton furthest away from it, i.e. with the largest luster+parton invariant mass.
This s heme is more robust, and normally requires only small four-momentum transfers,
but physi ally it is not so appealing, sin e it runs ounter to the prin iple of lo ality in
the hadronization des ription. In pra ti e, though, there is a good general agreement
between results for the new and the older des ription [10℄.
2.2.3 Beam remnants
A hara teristi feature of hadroni ollisions is the presen e of a beam remnant. This
remnant is de ned by what is left behind of the hadron by the initial-state parton shower
initiator. In the simplest ase, when a valen e quark is pi ked out of the in oming hadron,
the remnant is a single antiquark, for a meson, or a diquark, for a baryon. In either ase
it is in a olour antitriplet state that an be onsidered as a unit. For a baryon, simple
avour+spin SU(6) rules an be used, e.g. to sele t between a ud0 and a ud1 diquark.
A more omplex situation is when a gluon is pi ked out of the hadron, so that the
remnant is a olour o tet, i.e. atta hed to two strings. A onvenient approa h is to
imagine this system split into two separate string endpoints, one olour triplet and the
other antitriplet. For a meson this would orrespond to valen e quark+antiquark, for a
baryon to quark+diquark. The beam remnant distribution fun tion (BRDF) is introdu ed
to des ribe how the (light- one) momentum of the remnant is shared between the two,
in fra tions  and 1 , respe tively. For an o tet meson remnant the  distribution is
always impli itly symmetrized between the q and q, while for an o tet baryon remnant one
quark (pi ked at random among the three) takes the fra tion  and the remaining olour
antitriplet diquark 1 . There is no rst-prin iples theory for BRDF's, so one has to rely
on sensible ansatze. It turns out that asymmetries, e.g. between D and D mesons, are very
sensitive to the hoi es made here, espe ially in the baryon fragmentation regions [10℄.
Therefore we will have reason to ompare di erent forms. As an intermediate, default,
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Figure 3: Distribution of  variable at 40 GeV for (a) a meson and (b) a baryon.
Full urves show the default intermediate option, dashed the even one and dotted
the uneven one, orresponding to hi = 0.22, 0.50 and .12 for mesons and .13, .33
and .076 for baryons.
option we use

f ()

/

f ()

/

p4 12 +2
min
(1 )3
p4 2 + 2
min

for mesons;
for baryons;

(9)

see Fig. 3. Here min = 0:6 GeV=ECM  2mq =ECM provides an e e tive damping for 
values so small that a parton ends up in the opposite hemisphere
from its mother hadron.
p
Some arguments for the forms above, espe ially the 1=  behaviour, an be found in
reggeon phenomenology [30℄, but basi ally this is just a ompromise between extremes.
One su h is that of an even sharing between all the valen e partons,

f () = 1
for mesons;
f () = 2(1 )
for baryons:

(10)

Another is that of an uneven distribution,

f ()

/

f ()

/

p12 +2
min
(1 )3
p2 + 2
min

for mesons;
for baryons;

(11)

reminis ent of the parton distributions en ountered in the pro ess of perturbatively extra ting a parton from a hadron.
Also sea quarks/antiquarks may be emitted from a hadron. We here refer to the lighter
u, d and s quarks that, unlike the heavier quarks, exist in the parton distributions at the
lower shower ut-o s ale Q0  1 GeV. In this ase, the remnant is in an (anti)triplet
state, whi h onveniently is subdivided into a olourless hadron plus a simple oloured
remnant. For instan e, a uuds remnant ould be ome  + u. The urrent default is to
assign the hadron a  light one fra tion a ording to the normal string fragmentation
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fun tion. Di eren es relative to using simpler expressions, in the spirit e.g. of the even
sharing above, are minor for the quantities of interest to us. One reason is that the sea
ontribution is mu h smaller than the gluon one above. A questionable but onvenient
approximation is to assume that any emitted quark that ould be a valen e quark also
is one; a better hoi e would be to split e.g. the u distribution of the proton into one
valen e and one sea part that are to be handled di erently. This simpli ation is not so
riti al, for the same reason as above.
The partons entering the hard intera tion are traditionally taken to have a nonvanishing primordial k?. In a shower des ription, su h a k? is instead assigned to
the initial-state shower initiators. These ould be seen as having a purely nonperturbative Fermi motion inside the in oming hadrons. Typi al values should thus be 300{400
MeV, onsistent with onstituent quark masses and fragmentation transverse momenta
( above). The initial-state shower will add further a tivity, so the parton that enters the
hard 2 ! 2 subpro ess ould well have more. However, in many onne tions [31℄, also for
harm produ tion at xed-target energies [13℄, it has been noted that mu h higher values
are required, at or even above 1 GeV. This remains somewhat of a mystery, whi h we do
not attempt to solve here. We will use a Gaussian width of 1 GeV as default. The hoi e
of primordial-k? distribution is of non-negligible importan e, both by providing a p? ki k
to the produ ed heavy- avour quarks and, by momentum onservation, an opposite ki k
to the beam remnants.
When a remnant is split up in two, not only longitudinal but also transverse momentum
sharing has to be spe i ed. If the large primordial k? omes from a ompli ated multigluon
emission pro ess, there is no reason why all of it should be taken by one of the remnants.
Instead it is assumed shared evenly between the two. Furthermore, a relative ki k is added
between them, pi ked a ording to the standard fragmentation p? width  , for simpli ity
and in the la k of any experimental indi ation.
A further aspe t of the beam-remnant physi s is the possibility of having multiple
parton{parton intera tions in an event. This ould have an impa t in a number of ways.
Some of these, like an in rease of the underlying event a tivity and more ompli ated
string drawings, are in luded in the standard Pythia framework [32℄, but obviously
with several degrees of freedom in the des ription. Others, like the produ tion of multiple
heavy- avour pairs in separate hard pro esses and the possibility of even more ompli ated
beam remnants than the ones above, have not (yet) been studied.
Another area not addressed is that of QCD inter onne tion, wherein a given olour
on guration may be rearranged by soft-gluon ex hanges [33℄. Me hanisms in this spirit
have been proposed e.g. to produ e losed-heavy- avour states (J/ et .) from olouro tet heavy- avour pairs [34℄.
These examples serve as useful reminders that the modelling, however sophisti ated,
annot be onsidered as omplete in the nonperturbative se tor. Therefore one annot
hope for perfe t agreement between the model and the data. In the following we will
show, however, that the urrent experimental data an be understood qualitatively, and
often also quantitatively. This gives some on den e that the modeling des ribed above
is a good rst approximation, that ould also be used for predi tions in pro esses or at
energies not yet studied.
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Figure 4: The totalp(a) harm and (b) bottom ross se tions for pp ollisions as a
fun tion of ECM = s. The ontributions from pair reation, avour ex itation and
gluon splitting are shown separately.

3 Simple model properties
In this se tion we examine some properties of the model as presented in the previous
se tion. In the rst part we study purely perturbative properties of the model su h as the
total ross se tion, p^? of the hard intera tion and quark distributions. In the se ond part
we study the properties of the nonperturbative fragmentation. Experimental observables
will be presented and onfronted with data in the next se tion.
3.1

Properties of the perturbative produ tion

Above, three di erent produ tion hannels have been distinguished in the parton-shower
des ription: pair reation, avour ex itation and gluon splitting. In the following we will
present their separate ontributions, even though this subdivision of ourse is unobservable
and model-dependent. It will still provide helpful insights.
The most basi and in lusive observable is the total heavy- avour ross se tion. In
Fig. 4 we present it as a fun tion of the pp enter-of-mass energy, from the xed-target
regime to LHC and beyond, both for harm and bottom. The ross se tion is divided into
the ontributions from the three perturbative produ tion hannels. As noted before, we
assume that no nonperturbative e e ts ontribute to the total ross se tion. The level
of the total ross se tion is in sensible agreement with the present data (not shown),
indi ating that there is no need for any further signi ant produ tion me hanism.
For small ( xed-target) energies the pair reation ross se tion is dominating the produ tion, followed by a non-negligible fra tion of avour ex itation, whereas gluon splitting
is very small. As the energy is in reased, avour ex itation overtakes pair produ tion and
gluon splitting is at hing up. At very large energies gluon splitting be omes the dominant
produ tion me hanism, so that the low-energy pattern is ompletely reversed.
The reason is not so diÆ ult to understand. If we think of any partoni pro ess, it
will only ontain one hardest 2 ! 2 s attering whatever the energy, whereas the number
of bran hings in the asso iated initial- and nal-state showers will in rease with energy.
This in rease omes in part from the the growing phase spa e, e.g. the larger rapidity
evolution range of the initial-state as ades, in part from the in rease in a essible and
typi al virtuality s ales Q2 for the hard subpro ess. The multipli ation e e t is at its full
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Figure 5: Dependen e ofpthe harm ross se tion on model aspe ts, for pp ollisions
as a fun tion of ECM = s. Shown is the ratio of ross se tions: pair reation for
m = 1:7 GeV/m = 1:3 GeV, avour ex itation for GRV 94L/CTEQ 5L parton
2 = Q2 /Q2 = M 2 = 4Q2 .
distributions, and gluon splitting for Q2max = Mmax
max
max
for gluon splitting, whereas avour-ex itation topologies are more restri tive. At small
energies, however, the less demanding kinemati al requirements for avour ex itation in
a shower gives it an edge over gluon splitting.
The total ross se tion is strongly dependent on QCD parameters su h as the heavyquark mass, parton distributions, and fa torization and renormalization s ales. It is not
our aim here to present theoreti al limits and errors | this has been done elsewhere
[13℄. However, Fig. 5 gives some examples of how mu h results may vary. Clearly, the
quark-mass hoi e is very important, espe ially for harm. Maybe surprisingly, the harm
parton distributions in the proton do not di er by that mu h, probably re e ting a onvergen e among the ommon parton distributions and in the s heme adapted for g ! QQ
bran hings in the evolution equations. Among the examples given, the largest un ertainty
omes from the hoi e of the heavy quark mass. However, it should be remembered that
the variations above have no formal meaning of a `1 ' range of un ertainty, but merely
re e ts some more or less random variations.
To gain further insight into the properties of the perturbative produ tion pro esses,
one may study `non-observables' that hara terize the hard-s attering pro ess asso iated
with the produ tion, su h as the p^? of the hard intera tion. We also show kinemati al
distributions, like the rapidity and transverse momentum of the heavy quarks, and orrelations between them, in order to quantify in whi h regions the di erent produ tion
pro esses ontribute. As an example, bb produ tion is studied at a 2 TeV pp ollider,
where the three produ tion me hanisms are of omparable magnitude. Sin e the valen equark-dependent ontribution to hard subpro esses is small at this energy, there is no
signi ant di eren e between pp and pp.
Fig. 6 shows the p^? distribution of the hard intera tion, where p^? is the transverse
momentum of the outgoing partons evaluated in the hard-intera tion rest frame. The
main di eren e is in the behaviour at small p^?. For the pair reation pro ess, massive
LO matrix elements are used, so that p^? goes all the way down to zero. The di erential
ross se tion is not divergent and no expli it p^?min ut is needed. For the other two
pro esses, massless matrix elements are used as a starting point | implying a divergent
ross se tion in the limit p^? ! 0 | and mass onstraints are introdu ed the ba k door.
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Figure 7: Single b=b quark (a) p? and (b) y distributions at a 2 TeV pp ollider.
The urves are ea h normalized to unit area to simplify omparisons of the shape.
To be able to resolve a heavy quark inside a hadron, i.e. avour ex itation and initialstate gluon splitting, a virtuality Q2 = p^2? > m2Q is needed, so the quark mass sets p^?min
in this ase. (With a massive quark in the nal state, the a tually re onstru ted p? of the
hard s attering is always smaller than the nominal p^? one.) Also the nal-state shower
ontribution to gluon splitting begins at p^?min = mQ . Here the shower evolution s ale
2 = 4^p2 , but the threshold for gluon splitting is at M 2 = 4m2 , so the
is set by Mmax
?
Q
two fa tors of 4 an el. We remind that the uts ll a well-de ned fun tion: the heavyavour-produ ing part of the graph annot be the most virtual one in avour ex itation
or gluon splitting, or one would double- ount with pair reation. Nevertheless, the very
sharp thresholds may be somewhat of an artefa t, and are ertainly smeared when the
e e ts of further QCD emissions are in luded.
As an illustration, onsider Fig. 7, where we show the single b=b transverse momentum (p?) and rapidity (y ) distributions of the produ ed quarks for the three produ tion
hannels. Here the full parton-shower and intrinsi -k? smearing e e ts are in luded.
Now all the p? spe tra extend down to p? = 0, and the shapes are surprisingly similar,
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although pair reation remains somewhat softer than the other two me hanisms. The
rapidity spe tra agree even better between the three me hanisms, although avour ex itation gives somewhat more produ tion at larger rapidities and gluon splitting more at
entral ones, as ould be expe ted. This seems to indi ate that the heavy-quark produ tion part of the pro ess is more or less independent of what goes on in the rest of the
event. There are indeed also similarities in the des riptions, e.g. gluon splitting g ! QQ
is equivalent to the s- hannel graph of pair reation gg ! QQ, while avour ex itation is
losely related to the t- hannel graph of pair reation. Furthermore, ompensation me hanisms are at play: the p? spe trum of gluon splitting is softened by the Q and Q having
to share the p? of the gluon between them, but this is ompensated by the relative p? in
the g ! QQ bran hing itself.
Correlations between the produ ed heavy quarks turn out to be more interesting, sin e
here the di eren e between the three produ tion hannels are better visible. In Fig. 8 we
present the distributions of mbb , y = jyb yb j, p? = jp?b p?bj and  = jb b j.
The invariant mass spe trum is appre iably more peaked for gluon splitting than for the
other two me hanisms. Given that gluon splitting is equivalent to the s- hannel ex hange
of a gluon, while the other two are dominated by t- hannel ontributions, it is lear why
the gluon splitting is more suppressed at large m2bb =`^s'. As a logi al onsequen e, also
the y orrelation is more narrow for gluon splitting.
In the y distribution the di eren es are even more marked. Here avour ex itation
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is depleted at small rapidity di eren es and approa hes the pair produ tion spe trum
only at large y . The explanation of this involves several me hanisms. When a gluon
in the parton-distribution evolution splits into a bb pair this gives them a small initial
rapidity separation, with a distribution whi h is entered around zero mu h like the gluon
splitting distribution in Fig. 8b. One of the heavy quarks then enter the hard intera tion
and is ba k-s attered by a parton from the other beam. Sin e the minimum p^? of the
hard intera tion here is mb and this is the largest s ale of the pro ess, the rapidity shift
an be fairly large. An additional smearing is introdu ed by further gluon emissions in
the parton shower, but not enough to hide the underlying behaviour.
Di eren es also appear in transverse momentum orrelations. In the p? and 
distributions, pair reation is the one most peaked in the region of a heavy-quark pair
with opposite and ompensating p?. Thus the basi LO-pro ess behaviour largely survives
showers and primordial k?. In the other two pro esses the orrelations are more smeared.
Espe ially dis erning is the  distribution, where gluon splitting gives an almost at
urve, pair reation a lear peak near 180Æ , and avour ex itation is somewhere in between.
In gluon splitting, the p? of the hard s attering favours small angles and the p? of the
splitting itself large angles, so the near- at urve is the result of a non-trivial balan e.
Needless to say, a ut on the p?b and p?b values would distort the  distribution
signi antly: at large p?'s, pair reation be omes more peaked at large angles and gluon
splitting peaked at small angles.
To summarize, we note that avour ex itation and gluon splitting give signi ant
ontributions to the total heavy quark ross se tion at large energies and thus must be
onsidered. NLO al ulations probably do a better job on the total b ross se tion than
the shower approa h, whereas for the lighter quark, produ tion in parton showers is
so large that the NLO ross se tions are more questionable. The shapes of single heavy
quark spe tra are not altered as mu h as the orrelations between Q and Q when avour
ex itation and gluon splitting is added to the leading order result. Similar observations
have been made when omparing NLO to LO al ulations [12, 35℄.
3.2

Properties of the fragmentation

We now pro eed to des ribe properties of the fragmentation pro ess. In the Lund string
fragmentation model no new heavy avours are produ ed during the fragmentation, so
the model an `only' map the momentum of a heavy quark onto the momentum and
spe ies of a heavy hadron in the nal state. This an, however, be dramati enough,
e.g. with hadrons formed at larger momenta than the perturbatively produ ed quark, or
with avour asymmetries favouring the produ tion of heavy hadrons sharing light valen e
quark avours with the in oming beam parti les. Su h topi s will be overed in detail in
the following se tion, so here we only mention a few of the basi aspe ts.
The fate of a olour singlet system in the string model depends on its mass and on its
avour ontent. The mass spe trum of strings/ lusters ontaining one heavy avour and
a u or d quark at the other end is shown in Fig. 9 for two typi al pro esses. Here we are
only interested in the low-mass behaviour where only few primary hadrons are produ ed.
(Se ondary de ays, of everything from  to B , is not onsidered here.) In the high mass
region traditional string fragmentation should work well. Te hni ally, the des ription is
split into lusters, giving one or two hadrons, and strings, giving two or more. In total,
the area under the urve in Fig. 9 splits into these four ontributions. The transition from
one to two hadrons omes in a set of steps, somewhat smeared e.g. by the  Breit-Wigner
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heavy-quark
event, for (a) harm and (b) bottom in a pp ollision as a fun tion of
p
ECM = s. For simpli ity, only pair reation is in luded.
shape. That from two to three parti les is ontinuous, but still slightly tailor made. Only
beyond that is the multipli ity determined fully dynami ally, by fragmenting o hadrons
of random energies until all has been used up.
The mass spe trum near threshold, and thus the amount of ollapses to a single hadron,
is sensitive to a large number of parameters, su h as the heavy and light quark/diquark
masses, the average primordial k?, and the beam-remnant des ription [10℄. Some of these
are onstrained by information from other pro esses, but a signi ant un ertainty remains.
By introdu ing some pie e of experimental data, su h as the avour asymmetries in  p
ollisions, a reasonable overall set of parameters has been found. The energy dependen e
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of the ollapse rate is then predi ted, Fig. 10. The drop with larger energies is a natural
onsequen e of the string mass spe trum then extending to larger values. The ollapse
rate an be shifted up or down e.g. by varying the harm mass, and shifted in shape by the
beam-remnant des ription, but always follows the same qualitative behaviour. No input
has been used from B physi s, so here measurements would dire tly test the universality
of the model. Note that the ollapse rate is expe ted to be lower for bottom than for
harm, sin e the mass spe trum near threshold s ales roughly with m=mQ , i.e. the bulk
of the mass spe trum is higher above threshold for heavier quarks, while the upper limit
for ollapse goes like mQ + onstant.
The transition between the luster and string two-hadron s enarios is purely arti ial,
and in the best of worlds the treatments should smoothly mat h at the rossover. In the
new Pythia version, an attempt has indeed been made to ensure that. Spe i ally, the
luster de ays anisotropi ally in a fashion that should mimi the string s heme for the
larger luster masses. We have studied the angular distributions in the transition region
and found this to be reasonably well ful lled, Fig. 11.
When a luster ollapses to a single hadron, energy and momentum is redistributed
between this system and the rest of the event. The mass shift in the ollapsing luster is
impli it in the shape of the leftmost gray area in Fig. 9, and an expli it illustration is given
in Fig. 12a. With the urrent default set of quark masses and form of the two-parti le
threshold, it is more likely that the produ ed hadron has a smaller mass than the original
luster. For lower quark masses, it is possible to reverse this asymmetry, but then at the
pri e of a luster ollapse rate in ex ess of what is indi ated by data. The string system
that takes the energy/momentum re oil of the ollapse learly will see its mass shifted
in the opposite dire tion, Fig. 12b. If the luster and string are at relative rest, the two
mass shifts are exa tly ompensating, but a relative motion tends to distort this, in the
dire tion of a larger (opposite) string mass shift than luster mass shift. The reasonably
narrow distribution in Fig. 12b then indi ates that the ompensation algorithm is working
well.
The olour onne tion between the produ ed heavy quarks and the beam remnants in
the string model gives rise to an e e t alled beam remnant drag. In an independent fragmentation s enario, a quark jet fragments symmetri ally around the quark dire tion. The
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light one (along the quark axis) energy-momentum of the quark is then simply s aled by
some fa tor, pi ked from a fragmentation fun tion, in order to give the momentum of the
hadron. Thus, on average, the rapidity would be onserved in the fragmentation pro ess.
This is not ne essarily so in string fragmentation where both string ends ontribute to the
four-momentum of the produ ed heavy hadron. If the other end of the string is a beam
remnant, the hadron will be shifted in rapidity in the dire tion of the beam remnant, often
resulting in an in rease in jy j. This beam-drag is shown qualitatively in Fig. 13, where the
rapidity shift for bottom hadrons in a 2 TeV pp ollision is shown as a fun tion of rapidity
and transverse momentum. We use two di erent measures of the rapidity shift. The rst
is the average rapidity shift y = hyB yb i. Here the heavy quark an be onne ted to
a beam remnant on either side of the event, giving rise to shifts in both dire tions whi h
tend to an el in in lusive measures. A better de nition is therefore
ysign = h(yB

yb )  sign(yother end )i;

(12)

whi h measures the rapidity shift in the dire tion of the other end of the string. This
shift should almost always be positive. The rapidity shift is not dire tly a essible experimentally, only indire tly as a dis repan y between the shape of perturbatively al ulated
quark distributions and the data.

3.2.1 High-p? asymmetries
There is another possible asymmetry whi h o urs at large transverse momentum, involving the ollapse and drag of s attered valen e quarks and heavy quarks produ ed by gluon
splitting in the parton shower. As an illustration, onsider Fig. 14 where a valen e u quark
is s attered to high transverse momentum in a high energy pp ollision. In su h high-p?
jets, parton showering will be profuse. If a gluon lose to the s attered u quark splits
into a heavy quark pair, the heavy antiquark ould be in a olour singlet system together
with the s attered u quark. If this singlet has a small mass it ould ollapse into a single
heavy hadron. Heavy hadrons with its light quark onstituent in ommon with the beam
will thus be favoured. The e e t then is due to the asymmetry in the omposition of jet
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Figure 14: Illustration of the high-p? asymmetry.
avours. At reasonably low p?, where gluon (and se ond to that seaquark) jets dominate,
e e ts therefore are vanishingly small.
This me hanism was studied in [36℄ and the size of the e e t was found to be at the
10 3 level. Here we would like to study if the modi ations to the model has hanged
this result. To in rease the e e tiveness we study high-p? quark jets in a 14 TeV pp
ollision and look at B mesons produ ed within the jets. To be spe i , and hint at a
possible experimental pro edure to study the e e t, we generate events ontaining the
subpro ess qq0 ! qq0 (where q is a s attered valen e quark) with p^?;min > 500 GeV and
look for events ontaining two high-p? jets. We use a one algorithm to nd the jets
and then look for B mesons within these jets whi h arry at least 20% of the jet E?.
0
The asymmetry between B0 and B ful lling these riteria was found to be 0:019  0:005
and the asymmetry between B+ and B 0:011  0:005. The size of possible ollapse
asymmetries is limited by the probability for a b hadron within a jet to be produ ed in
a ollapse between a s attered valen e quark and a b quark. This probability was found
to be at the 10 3 level. This indi ates that another me hanism is at play giving rise to
a larger asymmetry. Furthermore, the two asymmetries above might have been expe ted
to be of opposite sign, by equality between the number of b and b quarks, at least if
strangeness and baryon produ tion an be negle ted.
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A possibility is that gluon splittings on the perimeter of the jet- one give rise to bb
pairs where the b is olour onne ted to the s attered valen e quark and the b is onne ted
to the beam remnant diquark. In the string fragmentation pro ess the b ould be dragged
towards the s attered high-p? quark at the enter of the jet and the b towards the low-p?
0
beam remnant, i.e. away from the jet, thus lowering the rate of B and B within the jet
and at the same time giving rise to a slightly harder p? spe trum for leading B mesons
at high p?. This is simply a variation of the drag e e t already dis ussed, only this time
the drag is in the transverse dire tion instead of the longitudinal one.
The total asymmetry then is a onvolution of the asymmetry in the omposition of
jet avours with the asymmetry in the b hadronization me hanisms. To get an estimate
of the total asymmetry the result above must be diluted with all other non-asymmetrygenerating QCD pro esses ontributing to high-p? jets ontaining B mesons, e.g. gg ! gg
and avour ex itation. The ratio between the ross se tions for produ ing a B meson
within a valen e quark jet and within any jet is approximately 0.035 in this spe i ase,
so the diluted B0 =B0 asymmetry is (6:5  1:7)  10 4 . The lesson to be learned is that
asymmetries an turn up also when not expe ted and will depend on the pro edure used in
studying the e e ts, like jet p?, jet lustering algorithms, and B hadron sele tion riteria.

4 Appli ations
In this se tion we apply the model presented in the pre eding se tions to some typi al
urrent and future experiments at both small and large energies. No attempt will be
made to be exhaustive, instead di erent examples will be pi ked as illustrations of the
basi ideas. At low energies the most striking e e t is the avour asymmetries already
observed in several experiments [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. At large energies the most important aspe t
may be the beam drag e e t, suggested in HERA data both for photoprodu tion [37℄ and
deep inelasti s attering (DIS) [38℄.
Sin e the model is available in Monte Carlo form, further studies are left to the interested reader. However, there are some aveats. In parti ular, nu lear-target e e ts are
not simulated. Instead su h a target has to be represented by a single proton or neutron,
with total ross se tions suitably res aled. One does not expe t large nu lear e e ts in
the heavy- avour produ tion hara teristi s, but e e ts may be non-negligible.
4.1

Fixed-target



p

Charm produ tion in xed-target  p ollisions was already studied in [10, 42℄, but only
using the pair reation me hanism of harm produ tion. Here we will extend the results
to the other produ tion me hanisms and to orrelations between the two harm hadrons
in the event.
We see from Fig. 4 that gluon splitting does not give a signi ant ontribution to the
total harm ross se tion for xed-target energies around 30 GeV. Flavour ex itation, on
the other hand, gives a ontribution to harm produ tion whi h is as large as the pair
produ tion one even at these low energies. Fig. 15 shows the single heavy hadron xF
and p2? distributions as predi ted by the model, using the default parameters, ompared
to data from the WA82 [5℄ and WA92 [6℄ experiments. The leading order pair reation
result and the result with all produ tion hannels added together are shown separately.
The agreement with data is reasonable, though the xF spe tra are slightly harder than
the data, espe ially for D+ whi h is non-leading. The resulting asymmetry as a fun tion
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Figure 16: The resulting asymmetry as a fun tion of xF and p2?. The
theoreti al
p
urves are model results for a 340 GeV  beam on a proton target ( s = 26 GeV).
of xF and p2? is shown in Fig. 16. The data are taken at slightly di erent energies but
the energy dependen e of the model is small within the experimental energy range. This
seems to be true also for the data. As expe ted from the study in Se . 3.1, single harm
spe tra and asymmetries are not signi antly altered by the addition of avour ex itation
and gluon splitting.
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Figure 18: Correlations between D and D mesons
when both are produ ed with
p
rapidity 0:5 < y < 2:5 for a  p ollision with s = 30 GeV. The gure shows the
distribution of (a) p2? = jp2?;D p2?;Dj and (b) xF = xF;D xF;D . The distributions
are normalized to the total DD ross se tion in ea h ase. The data is taken from
the E791 experiment [40℄.
Fig. 17 shows the orrelation in , the angle between D+ and D in the transverse
dire tion, and rapidity, y ompared to data from the WA92 experiment [39℄. The model
predi tion for orrelations is more sensitive to the addition of avour ex itation and gluon
splitting than single harm spe tra are, again as expe ted from Se . 3.1. In this ase
the des ription of data is improved for the transverse orrelation () but not for the
longitudinal (y ) one. The large separation in the rapidity distribution is a onsequen e
of the olour onne tion between the produ ed harm quarks and the beam remnants,
whi h tend to shift the harm momenta in the dire tion of the respe tive beam remnant,
thus in reasing the rapidity separation. The same pattern is repeated when omparing
orrelation distributions to the E791 ollaboration [40℄ in Fig. 18.
There are two me hanisms whi h ould de rease the rate of onne tion. The rst
is gluon splitting into light quarks (g ! qq) in the parton shower and the other is
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Model
Experimental average [6℄

(D+ ;D )
(D0 ;D0 )

0.33
0.415

(D+
s ;Ds )
(D0 ;D0 ;D+ ;D

0.11
0.129

)

(D )
(D+ )

1.39
1.35

(D0 )
(D0 )

0.94
0.93

Table 1: Cross se tion ratios for  p ollisions around 26 GeV.
olour re onne tions [33, 34℄. Gluon splitting would split the string in two and ea h
would then hadronize independently. The memory of the olour onne tion is de reasing
for ea h splitting of the string, thus de reasing the drag in the dire tion of the beam
remnants. However, at these low energies the phase spa e for gluon splitting is limited.
Colour re onne tion by soft gluon ex hange ould hange the olour stru ture of the
event, thus making the harm quark lose its olour onne tion to the beam remnant.
In the simplest s enario the harm quark pair ould be re onne ted to form a
olour
singlet, ausing them to pull ea h other loser, resulting in a drasti de rease in hy i.
However, this me hanism would in rease the produ tion of J= from ollapses of lowolour singlet systems. Given the experimental ratio of J= to DD produ tion,
mass
 (J= )= (DD)  0:02 [41℄, and a ollapse probability of 50% in re onne ted events
(not all to J= ), the olour re onne tion probability would thus be limited to 5 { 10
%. More ompli ated olour re onne tions ould be imagined, involving also gluons from
the parton shower, where the harm quarks are not always in a olour singlet but still
not onne ted dire tly to the beam remnants. This kind of more sophisti ated olour
re onne tion models have been used with some su ess to des ribe J= produ tion and
rapidity gaps in hadroni ollisions and DIS [34℄. The olour re onne tion rates needed
to des ribe the longitudinal orrelations would also signi antly soften the single harm
distributions as well as lower the asymmetry. This is not favoured by the data so in the
following we only onsider single heavy quark distributions whi h are well des ribed by
the model.
We also ompare results on some ross se tion ratios shown in Table 1 and again the
des ription is reasonable but not perfe t. The ross se tions are interrelated by several
model aspe ts. Consider e.g. the ratio of Ds to Dq . The main parameter that determines
the rate of strangeness produ tion in the fragmentation is the ratio between u, d and s
produ tion, whi h by default is set to 1:1:0.3. This number has been tted to e+ e data
and an not be hanged appre iably. The Ds produ tion ratio is also sensitive to the
ollapse rate of olour singlets ontaining harm and a light quark from a beam remnant.
A large ollapse rate de reases the ratio, be ause Ds is depleted in favour of Dq when the
beam onsists of non-strange parti les (like in this ase  ).
To summarize, we nd good agreement with several xed target experiments when
it omes to single harm spe tra and asymmetries. The only ase where the model does
not perform well is for longitudinal orrelations. Similar results were obtained [42℄ in
omparisons with the E791 experiment [40℄. In that study the ontradi tion between
single harm and orrelation data from di erent experiments was observed, a problem
that as of yet has not been resolved, as we have seen.
4.2

HERA-B

The HERA-B experiment at DESY is a xed-target experiment built espe ially for bottom
studies. The experiment will study pA ollisions at a enter of mass energy of about 40
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GeV. It is therefore an ideal experiment to test the results of Se tion 4.1 for bottom quarks.
Predi tions for BB asymmetries and spe tra follow dire tly from the model using the new
updated set of parameters and hadronization me hanisms. The HERA-B experiment
ollides protons with nu lei but we do not in lude any simulation of nu lear e e ts. We
take into a ount the neutrons in the nu lei by simulating pp and pn events separately
and use the mean to produ e the plots. The only missing pie es are then the bottom
quark mass and the proton beam remnant distribution. By the simple ansatz of eq. (3)
we obtain mb = 4:8 GeV. The BRDF of the proton is more problemati be ause there is
no fundamental understanding of its stru ture. There are some indi ations that an even
sharing of energy-momentum is favoured by experiments [8, 43℄. We have tried di erent
parameterizations but found no signi ant qualitative di eren es (see e.g. Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 shows the distribution of bottom mesons at HERA-B, showing both the size of
the drag e e t and asymmetries. The asymmetry is signi ant at all rapidities, not only
large ones, and an rea h as high as 20% even in the entral rapidity region. When the
kinemati al limit at large rapidities is approa hed, the asymmetry hanges sign for small
p? be ause of the drag-e e t; b quarks onne ted to diquarks from the proton beam
0
remnant whi h arry most of the remnant energy often produ e B hadrons whi h are
shifted more in rapidity than the B0 's are. Cluster ollapse, on the other hand, tend to
enhan e the produ tion of `leading' parti les (in this ase B0 ) so the two me hanisms give
rise to asymmetries with di erent signs. Collapse is the main e e t at entral rapidities
while eventually at very large y , the drag e e t dominates. This is also re e ted in the p?
dependen e of the asymmetry whi h exhibits a sign shift at small p?. The p? dependen e
is, however, partly a onsequen e of the fa t that large p?'s imply small jy j. Compared to
pp, the asymmetry is slightly larger for pn ollisions in the negative rapidity region. This
is a natural onsequen e of the larger amount of d quarks in the neutron beam remnant.
4.3

The Tevatron Collider

The Tevatron pp ollider operating at CM energies up to 2 TeV represent a signi ant
step up the energy ladder and o ers a good opportunity to he k the energy dependen e of
our results. We rst show some generi distributions for the Tevatron and then onsider a
s enario where very forward, low-p? bottom hadrons an be dete ted. We use 2:5 < jy j <
4 and p? < 5 GeV. This would be ideal for studying the drag e e t whi h is inherently a
low-p?/high-y phenomenon, see Fig. 13.
Fig. 20 shows the distribution of bottom quarks and the hadrons produ ed from them,
0
as well as the asymmetry between B0 and B without any kinemati al uts. The trend is
similar to that of HERA-B, but the asymmetry is antisymmetri be ause of the asymmetry
of the initial state. Therefore the asymmetry is zero at y=0 and in reasing in di erent
dire tions for in reasing/de reasing rapidities. As expe ted from Fig. 10, the integrated
asymmetry has de reased signi antly.
In Fig. 21 we introdu e uts in order to study the region of large rapidities and small
p?. B0 is shifted slightly more in the dire tion of the beam remnant than B0 , but the size
of the e e t is quite small, approa hing 4% at very large rapidities. Still, if large pre ision
is desired in CP violation studies, this e e t ould be non-negligible.
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Figure 19: Bottom produ tion in a pA ollision at HERA-B energies, negle ting nulear e e ts. (a) Rapidity distribution of bottom quarks (full) and the B hadrons pro0
du ed from them (dashed). (b) Rapidity distribution of B0 (full) and B (dashed).
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( ) The asymmetry A = (B
(B0 ) (B0 ) as a fun tion of rapidity omparing pp and pn
ollisions. (d) The asymmetry as a fun tion of p? for three di erent parameterizations of the BRDF of the proton. For simpli ity, only pair produ tion is in luded.
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4.4

LHC

The di eren e between the Tevatron and the LHC ollider is mainly that the energy at
the LHC is one order of magnitude larger and both olliding parti les are protons. Due
to the similarities we only give some generi results on asymmetries and try to assess the
theoreti al un ertainty of the model by looking at some parameter variations.
0
Fig. 22 shows the asymmetry between B0 and B as a fun tion of y for several p? uts
in the string model. The asymmetry is essentially zero for entral rapidities, where the
beam remnant avour ontent is not felt so mu h. At intermediate rapidities it is then
positive (ex ept at small p?) only to turn negative at larger rapidities. The reason is the
same as for HERA-B, but here the swit h over is loser to the kinemati al limit at large
rapidities.
In Table 2 we study the parameter dependen e of the asymmetry by looking at the
integrated asymmetry for di erent kinemati al regions using three di erent parameter
sets:
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Parameters
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3

jyj < 2:5, p? > 5 GeV
0.003(1)
0.000(2)
0.013(2)

3 < jy j < 5, p? > 5 GeV
0.015(2)
0.009(3)
0.020(3)

jyj > 3, p? < 5 GeV
0.008(1)
0.005(2)
0.018(2)

Table 2: Parameter dependen e of the asymmetry in the string model. The statisti al
error in the last digit is shown in parenthesis (95% on den e). For simpli ity, only pair
reation is in luded.

 Set 1 is the new default as des ribed in Se . 2.
 Set 2 The same as Set 1 ex ept it uses simple ounting rules in the beam remnant

splitting, i.e. ea h quark get on average one third of the beam remnant energymomentum.
 Set 3 The old parameter set, before tting to xed-target data, is in luded as a
referen e. This set is hara terized by urrent algebra masses, lower intrinsi k?,
and an uneven sharing of beam remnant energy-momentum.
We see that in the entral region the asymmetry is generally very small whereas
for forward (but not extremely forward) rapidities and moderate p? the asymmetry is
around 1{2%. In the very forward region at small p?, drag e e ts dominates, whi h an
be seen from the hange in sign of the asymmetry. The asymmetry is fairly stable under
moderate variations in the parameters even though the di eren e between the old and
new parameter sets (Set 1 and 3) are large in the entral region. Set 1 typi ally gives rise
to smaller asymmetries. Note also that asymmetries on the perturbative level, al ulated
to NLO [12℄, ould be ome relatively more important at LHC energies, where the ollapse
asymmetries are small. Other non-perturbative e e ts, su h as intrinsi bottom, are also
expe ted to be small at LHC energies [44℄.
To summarize, we nd small asymmetries at the LHC ex ept at large rapidities. Unless
the other b in the event is unambiguously tagged, the asymmetry is still not ompletely
negligible for high-pre ision CP asymmetry studies, espe ially at LHC-B.
4.5

Photoprodu tion

The model an also be used in the photoprodu tion of heavy quarks in p ollisions. Here
we wish to apply the model to p physi s at HERA. The asymmetries are small in this
ase be ause of the high energy and the avour neutral photon beam. Instead we study
beam-drag e e ts, onsequen es of the photon stru ture and higher-order e e ts.
The photon is a more ompli ated obje t than a hadron be ause it has two omponents,
one dire t where the photon intera ts as a whole and one resolved where it has u tuated
into a qq pair before the intera tion. This will result in very di erent event stru tures in
the two ases. This study is onstrained to real photons (photoprodu tion) as modeled
by S huler and Sjostrand [45℄ and implemented in the Pythia [17℄ event generator. We
in lude the photon ux and use uts lose to the experimental ones. We rst examine the
leading-order harm spe tra for dire t and resolved photons, estimate the ross se tion
in the two ases, and study how the fragmentation pro ess alters the harm spe tra in
the string model. Then we add avour ex itation and gluon splitting and nd that also
in this ase they give a signi ant ontribution to the harm ross se tion, espe ially for
resolved photons.
We onsider harm photoprodu tion in an e p ollision (820 GeV protons and 27.5
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Figure 23: Leading order distribution of harmed hadrons and quarks in rapidity: (a)
dire t and (b) resolved photons. Comparison of resolved and dire t pro esses in ( )
rapidity and (d) transverse momentum.
GeV ele trons) with real photons (Q2 < 1 GeV) and rather large energy in the p CMS
system (130 < W p < 280) using some di erent p?- uts. The analysis is done in the
p enter of mass system using true rapidity (y = 21 ln( EE +ppzz )) as the main kinemati al
variable. The photon (ele tron) beam is in ident along the negative z-axis.
To leading order, the massive matrix elements produ ing harm are the fusion proesses g ! (dire t), gg ! and qq ! (resolved). Fig. 23 shows the distribution
of harmed quarks and harmed hadrons separated into these two lasses. For dire t
photons the hadrons are shifted in the dire tion of the proton beam, sin e both harm
quarks are olour- onne ted to the proton beam remnant. In a resolved event the photon
also has a beam remnant, so the harmed hadron is shifted towards the beam remnant it
is onne ted to. Also in this ase the drag e e t is a small-p? phenomenon.
The drag e e t is illustrated in Fig. 24 where the average rapidity shift in the
hadronization, hyi = hyHadron yQuarki, is shown as a fun tion of yHadron . For dire t
photons and entral rapidities the shift is approximately onstant. The in reasing shift
for large rapidities is due to an in reased intera tion between the proton remnant and the
harmed quark when their ombined invariant mass is small. At large negative rapidities
there is no orresponding e e t be ause there is no beam remnant there. The drop of
hyi in this region is a pure edge e e t; only those events with below-average y an give
a very negative yHadron . For resolved photons the shift is in the dire tion of the proton
and photon beam remnants. Note that what is plotted is only the mean. The width of
y is generally larger than the mean, so the shift an go both ways. For example the
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Figure 24: Rapidity shift hyi = hyHadron yQuark i for (a) dire t and (b) resolved photons
as a fun tion of rapidity.
quarks at very small rapidities (y <
 5) in Fig. 23b will almost all be shifted with y > 0
but hadrons produ ed there will, on the average, ome from quarks produ ed at larger
rapidities (i.e. y < 0). Hen e the apparent ontradi tion with Fig. 24b by these edge
e e ts. The di eren es between these gures and Fig. 13 stem ex lusively from di eren es
in the event topology.
At HERA energies, avour ex itation and gluon splitting give large ontributions to
the ross se tion. In Fig. 25 the ross se tion is divided into di erent produ tion hannels
for dire t and resolved photons. We note that the ross se tions are of the same order of
magnitude, unlike the results in lowest order, and the major ontribution in the resolved
ase is avour ex itation. The details of ourse depend on the parameterization of the
photon stru ture.
The double peak stru ture in the avour ex itation pro ess for dire t photons is beause the harm quark in the beam remnant at low p? is also in luded. This peak
disappears when a p? ut is introdu ed (Fig. 25 ).

5 Summary and outlook
In this study, we have further developed a model for the produ tion and hadronization
of heavy quarks in hadroni ollisions. While the emphasis lies on the modelling of the
nonperturbative phenomena, the two annot be fully separated and therefore have to
be onsidered in ommon. Thus the road we take for the produ tion stage | using a
three- omponent pi ture of pair reation, avour ex itation and gluon splitting together
giving the heavy- avour ross se tion | is not very e onomi al if viewed in isolation. A
next-to-leading-order matrix elements des ription ould do the job mu h better, at least
at urrent energies; only at higher energies ould the possibility of extensive showering
histories make a xed-order approa h inferior to our leading-log showering one. The real
di eren e is instead that our approa h also de nes the environment in whi h the heavy
quarks are produ ed: partons from the hard intera tion, from its asso iated showers and
from beam remnants, joined in a spe i order by olour- on nement strings. And, as we
have attempted to show, it is essential to have that ba kground if one wants to understand
the produ tion of the heavy hadrons, not only the heavy quarks.
This arti le represents the third main one on heavy avours from the Lund group.
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The basi ideas were already established almost twenty years ago, so the path taken sin e
has been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. At the time of the rst study [9℄, neither
the model nor the data were good enough more than to hint at the validity of the basi
prin iples. In the subsequent years the modelling was gradually improved [17℄, and ts
to some model parameters were performed by at least one experimental ollaboration
[8℄. In our more re ent study [10℄ it was therefore possible to start at a higher level, and
introdu e a te hni ally somewhat more sophisti ated re-implementation of the same basi
ideas. This trend is ontinued in the urrent arti le, where some further model details have
been improved. The main di eren e, however, is that we here have onsidered a wider
range of observables, for more di erent produ tion hannels, and for several experimental
on gurations.
The basi ideas are not parti ularly ontroversial today, but the out ome may often be
unexpe ted and ounterintuitive. For instan e, it is well known, from LEP and other e+ e
ma hines, that the heavy hadron only takes a fra tion of the heavy-quark energy, i.e. that
the pull of the string in the hadronization stage `slows down' the heavy quark. However,
before one has studied the olour topology of heavy- avour produ tion in hadroni events,
and done some trivial Lorentz boost brain gymnasti s, it is not equally obvious that
exa tly the same phenomenon ould `speed up' the heavy quark here. Or: it is not
unreasonable that a heavy quark ould pi k up one of the beam valen e avours to form
a hadron, but the extent to whi h this an happen over a wide range of longitudinal and
transverse momenta may ome as a surprise.
The studies here have also put the nger on a few other interesting phenomena, su h
as:
 The extrapolation from harm to bottom quarks.
 The importan e of heavy avour produ tion through avour ex itation and gluon
splitting.
 The kinemati s of ba kward evolution in the initial state shower.
 S ale hoi es in the parton shower.
 The importan e of olour ow.
 The mat hing of luster de ay and string fragmentation of low-mass olour singlets.
 The details of the ollapse me hanism.
 The hoi e and importan e of beam remnant distribution fun tions.
 The hoi e and importan e of intrinsi k? smearing.
 High-p? asymmetries.
 The in uen e of the photon stru ture.
 The limitations of the model.
While not as spe ta ular as the olour drag and avour asymmetry ones above, they
help to put esh on the bones of our understanding of hadronization. Experimental results
on the yet untested features learly would be wel ome.
A topi not dis ussed in this paper is osmi ray physi s where the momentum spe tra
of harm and bottom hadrons has impli ations for the rate of prompt leptons and neutrinos
in atmospheri as ades [46℄. Also here our improved modelling may a e t the traditional
ux al ulations.
It is important to remember that the predi tions an be wrong. Hopefully not in a
qualitative fashion, but quite possibly in a quantitative one. For instan e, it is all well
to assume we an ontrol the olour topologies at xed-target energies, where there is
a very small number of parti ipating partons and thereby of separate string pie es. At
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high energies, the more extensive parton showers and espe ially the in reased rate of
multiple parton{parton intera tions ould well mess up our tidy pi ture of olour ow,
and thereby of single-parti le spe tra and orrelations. If so, we would like to believe that
heavy avours here ould be used as a probe for su h e e ts.
Of ourse, our approa h is not the only one that has been proposed for the hadronization of heavy quarks [47℄. Espe ially the intrinsi harm model [48℄ is still very a tively
pursued. It is not unlikely that several me hanisms may oexist, but we have also enountered no eviden e to indi ate that the ones outlined by us are not the dominant ones.
However, as always, more data may provide new insights also in this regard.
A nal re e tion is that B physi s will remain a major topi of study for many years to
ome, be ause of the interest in CP violation studies. Furthermore, many of these studies
will require a tagging of both beauty hadrons in an event. One an therefore foresee
large data sets that will allow many detailed tests, beyond the ones shown here. It also
appears plausible that harm hadron samples an be extra ted as a by-produ t, where, as
we have seen, many of the predi ted e e ts are larger. Hopefully we will therefore enjoy
a gradually improved level of understanding.
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